FISH &
SEAFOOD
June 2022

BEST IN

There should be plenty of
Lemon Sole and Plaice around
this month as we get into
the UK summer fishing season.
These flatfish have a lovely
delicate texture and are
good for Summer menus.

SEASON

june MaRkEt
ChaNges

SEABASS AND BREAM

SALMON

LOBSTER

TUNA & SWORDFISH

Prices increasing due to feed costs
and availability.

Native season coming back so
price reducing.

Prices are at an all time high and
the market is volatile.

Prices due to rise as we go into
monsoon season.

BUYER
RECOMMENDS

This month we have a new Smoked
Salmon and Prosecco Parfait,
perfect for summer events. As
we go into summer we also have
great UK Crab meat and dressed
Crab products ideal for the
summer menu.

FROZEN Update
1. SALMON
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Our frozen and fresh Salmon is
processed from the same supply, and
whilst we normally have some frozen
Salmon around to give a stable price
we don’t have that luxury at the
moment. This is causing significant
price rises on all our frozen lines.

2. LANGOUSTINE

There has been a shortage of
Langoustines coming out of Scotland
and we have struggled to maintain
supply. Buyers are seeing product
available now but we have had to
increase the price to secure supply.
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3. WHITEFISH

The market for frozen Whitefish is
seeing pressure on price driven by
several factors. Firstly the quota
on Cod from the Barents sea has
been cut by 20% putting pressure
on availability of raw material.
Secondly the processors are facing
higher production costs caused by
labour cost increases, higher utility
costs and increases in the cost of
distribution. Due to the war in
Ukraine we are also seeing increase
to the cost of breadcrumb and
batter as the wheat price has risen
significantly. All this means this
month we have increases on coated
Cod, Haddock and Pollock.
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4. COLDWATER PRAWNS

Coldwater Prawns saw de-flation during
the pandemic as the demand dropped,
as sales are getting back to pre
pandemic levels and demand increases
we are seeing the price rise this
month on new contracts.

FRESH Update
5. SALMON

Salmon pricing is at an all
time high. Due to an extremely
poor winter, farmers are finding
pockets of fish that are not of
“Superior” grade and therefore
cannot be exported from Norway
to the specifications/volumes the
UK need. May bank holiday’s in
Norway will mean reduced supply
and currency continues to have an
impact too. We await the easing
of the market but as you can see
we haven’t seen that as of yet!

FISH POOL PRICE STATUS 04.05.22
Fresh Salmon 3-6kg FCA Oslo

Fish Pool IndexTM Spot market prices and export
volume
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6. WHITEFISH

Fresh markets are being affected by
the lack of supply in the frozen
market. Russia are responsible for
around 40% of Whitefish landing’s
yearly. The lack of supply will keep
prices high during a period of time
we would normally expect pricing to
be reducing. The longer the conflict
continues the more of an impact we
will see.
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7. LOBSTER

Native Lobster season is upon us get yours today!

8. SEABASS AND BREAM
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The market holds firm as farmers are
cautious around availability later
on in the year. Feed costs also
continue to rise due to the conflict
in Russia/Ukraine - latest figures
show over 200% increase in the last
few months alone!

9. TUNA & SWORDFISH

Monsoon season happens every year
from around June to October. This
sees high rain fall and dangerous
wind/sea conditions, often causing
fishing to be delayed or stopped for
a period of time.
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HAVE A QUESTION?
CALL TODAY ON
0344 800 4545

enquiries@mjseafoods.co.uk
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